
GRE Analytical Writing – Issue Topics – Set 3

If a goal is worthy, then any means taken to attain it are justifiable.

Write a response in which you discuss the extent to which you agree or disagree with the

statement  and  explain  your  reasoning  for  the  position  you  take.  In  developing  and

supporting your position, you should consider ways in which the statement might or might

not hold true and explain how these considerations shape your position.

In order to become well-rounded individuals, all  college students should be required to

take courses in which they read poetry, novels, mythology, and other types of imaginative

literature.

Write a response in which you discuss the extent to which you agree or disagree with the

recommendation and explain your reasoning for the position you take. In developing and

supporting  your  position,  describe  specific  circumstances  in  which  adopting  the

recommendation would or would not be advantageous and explain how these examples

shape your position.

In order for any work of art — for example, a film, a novel, a poem, or a song — to have

merit, it must be understandable to most people.

Write a response in which you discuss the extent to which you agree or disagree with the

statement  and  explain  your  reasoning  for  the  position  you  take.  In  developing  and

supporting your position, you should consider ways in which the statement might or might

not hold true and explain how these considerations shape your position.



GRE Analytical Writing – Argument Topics – Set 3

A recent study reported that pet owners have longer, healthier lives on average than do

people who own no pets. Specifically, dog owners tend to have a lower incidence of heart

disease.  In  light  of  these  findings,  Sherwood  Hospital  should  form a  partnership  with

Sherwood  Animal  Shelter  to  institute  an  adopt-a-dog  program.  The  program  would

encourage dog ownership for patients recovering from heart disease, which should reduce

these patients' chance of experiencing continuing heart problems and also reduce their

need for ongoing treatment. As a further benefit, the publicity about the program would

encourage more people to adopt pets from the shelter. And that will reduce the incidence

of heart disease in the general population.

Write a response in which you examine the stated and/or unstated assumptions of the

argument. Be sure to explain how the argument depends on these assumptions and what

the implications are for the argument if the assumptions prove unwarranted.

The following appeared in a memo from a vice president  of a large, highly diversified

company.

"Ten  years  ago  our  company  had  two  new  office  buildings  constructed  as  regional

headquarters  for  two  regions.  The  buildings  were  erected  by  different  construction

companies — Alpha and Zeta. Although the two buildings had identical floor plans, the

building  constructed  by  Zeta  cost  30  percent  more  to  build.  However,  that  building's

expenses for maintenance last year were only half those of Alpha's. In addition, the energy

consumption of the Zeta building has been lower than that of the Alpha building every year

since its construction. Given these data, plus the fact that Zeta has a stable workforce with

little employee turnover, we recommend using Zeta rather than Alpha for our new building

project, even though Alpha's bid promises lower construction costs."

Write a response in which you discuss what questions would need to be answered in

order to decide whether the recommendation and the argument on which it is based are

reasonable. Be sure to explain how the answers to these questions would help to evaluate

the recommendation.

The following appeared in a memo from a vice president  of a large, highly diversified

company.

"Ten  years  ago  our  company  had  two  new  office  buildings  constructed  as  regional

headquarters  for  two  regions.  The  buildings  were  erected  by  different  construction

companies — Alpha and Zeta. Although the two buildings had identical floor plans, the

building  constructed  by  Zeta  cost  30  percent  more  to  build.  However,  that  building's

expenses for  maintenance last  year  were only  half  those of  Alpha's.  Furthermore,  the

energy consumption of the Zeta building has been lower than that of the Alpha building

every year since its construction. Such data indicate that we should use Zeta rather than

Alpha for our contemplated new building project, even though Alpha's bid promises lower

construction costs."

Write a response in which you discuss what specific evidence is needed to evaluate the

argument and explain how the evidence would weaken or strengthen the argument.


